ALSO ON PHRAA FACEBOOK.
As editor of PHRAA NEWS I am currently engaged in compiling Edition 29 for publication around the end
of October 2016.
As well as the usual information packed pages we are including a special feature in the form of a
comprehensive report exposing the everyday failures of the so-called park home legislation including the
fiasco of the toothless reform which favours the Unscrupulous Park Operator (UPO) whilst leaving the
vulnerable, elderly resident high and dry, with no one to turn to for effective legal protection.
Included in this report will be a detailed analysis of the response to distressed residents attempts to obtain
help from their local council who the Government offices etc., repeatedly state have the powers to take
action where necessary, but rarely do. To help us, we would like your experiences of the help (if any)
received from your local council regarding your complaints about the activities of your UPO, including
harassment, abuse, bullying etc., and the state of the park.
We would also be grateful for your experiences with your local Police including their attitude to, and often
dismissal of residents very real complaints again concerning incidents of abuse etc . at the hands of your
UPO ,as above. And how many times have you been told by the Police that they can’t do anything “It’s a
civil matter” !!!
Please also include incidents, however horrific, frightening, distressing, outrageous and probably criminally
motivated they may be committed against you or your fellow residents by your UPO. In short anything that
worries you about the park home lifestyle, tell us anyway.
Please rest assured that any information passed on to PHRAA even if published, will be treated with the
strictest confidence. Your UPO will never find out from us who supplied the information including any
photos you may include. You can of course remain anonymous if you wish The only criteria stipulated for
PHRAA to be able to publish, is that the information supplied MUST BE TRUE and not exaggerated or
embellished for obvious reasons.
Once completed, and published in the free to view and download online PHRAA NEWS and the PHRAA
Website the whole report will be sent to Government with the demand that action is taken to end the
exploitation and suffering of an estimated 250,000 mainly elderly and vulnerable residential park home
owners and the unknown number of Holiday Caravan and Lodge owners who currently have no law

So don’t just sit there moaning . or suffering in silence.
Grasp the nettle and tell PHRAA your story now!!!This is your opportunity to
have your say. GRAB IT WITH BOTH HANDS. WHAT HAVE YOU GOT TO
LOSE?. Your info could make all the difference.Help PHRAA to help you!!!!
whatsoever to protect them.

Send your stories and photos to Ron, editor of PHRAA NEWS at ronjoyce@thephraa.co.uk or full contact
details of the PHRAA Team on www.parkhomesphraanews.co.uk or www.thephraa.website Ron Editor
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